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COMMENT 42 - Edit to be compliant with language used 
in the LDO. The Town does not have minimum glazing 
requirements. Per LDO Section 6.8.2.C, mirror window 
glazing is a prohibited building design element. 
Each building does have a transparency requirement as 
noted in LDO Section 6.8.2.D.2

20'-8 3/4"

COMMENT 40 - Clarify 
canopy location and 
intention. On the site 
plan sheet, please note 
the canopy location. 
Is this meant for 
outdoor seating? Or to 
cover the drive 
through?

COMMENT 41 - Label the location 
of the drive-through window on the 
building.

COMMENT 38 - Facades of 60 or greater 
feet in width shall incorporate wall offsets of 
at least one (1) foot of depth a minimum of 
every forty (40) 
feet. Illustrated as “D” in Figure 6.8.1

COMMENT 39 - Facades greater than one‐
hundred (100) feet 
in length shall require a repeating, consistent 
pattern of change in color, 
texture, and material according to LDO Section 
6.8.2.D.1.e.

V2 - SDP-23-02 -  Response to Planning 
Elevations comments only.

mpetersen
Text Box
All elevations now meet requirement, left elevation has been revised to include a 1'-0" wall offset at the drive thru window. 

mpetersen
Text Box
Notes have been added to drawing A201- drive thru window location has been labeled. 

mpetersen
Text Box
Notes have been added to drawing A201- intention of canopy to be a covered exterior seating area. 

mpetersen
Text Box
Transparency requirements note has been updated per LDO requirements on the right (north) Elevation and front (east) elevaiton.

mpetersen
Text Box
All elevations now meet requirement, left elevation has been revised to include a 1'-0" wall offset with stone veneer at the drive thru window location. 
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COMMENT 43 - Reconfigure sheet 
to be able to show the full length of 
the canopy as it is cut off here.

COMMENT 46 - Edit to be compliant with 
language used in the LDO. The Town does 
not have minimum glazing requirements. Per 
LDO Section 6.8.2.C, mirror window glazing 
is a prohibited building design element. 
Each building does have a transparency 
requirement as noted in LDO Section 
6.8.2.D.2

COMMENT 44 - Except as otherwise regulated, the 
maximum permitted blank wall length for the rear of 
buildings shall be one‐hundred (100) feet, or twenty‐five 
(25) percent of the building length, whichever is less.

COMMENT 45 - Label the location 
of the drive-through window on the 
building.

mpetersen
Text Box
Notes have been added to drawing A201- drive thru window location has been labeled.  There is not a drive thru window on the right (north) elevation.

mpetersen
Text Box
For rear elevation on drawing A202, notes have been added to show the length of the canopy.

mpetersen
Text Box
25 percent of the rear building length is 39'-3", the longest blank wall length is 26'-0". Rear elevation meets LDO requirements. 

mpetersen
Text Box
Transparency requirements note has been updated per LDO requirements on the right (north) Elevation and front (east) elevaiton.




